
HOUSE No. 1228

- Bill accompanying the petition of the mayor of the city of Boston
relative to the operation of motor vehicles in proximity to street railway
cars. Roads and Bridges. January 17.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventeen.

AN ACT
Relative to Motor Vehicles and to the Operation Thereof.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as folloivs:

1 Section 1. Section fourteen of chapter five hundred
2 and thirty-four of the acts of the year nineteen hundred
3 and nine, as amended by section five of chapter six hun-
-4 dred and five of the acts of the year nineteen hundred
5 and ten, and by chapter one hundred and ninety of the
6 acts of the year nineteen hundred and fourteen, is hereby
7 further amended by striking out, in the fifteenth and
8 sixteenth lines, the words “slow down and if it be neces-

9 sary for the safety of the public he shall bring said
10 vehicle to a full stop”, and inserting in place thereof the
11 following: not drive the same within eight feet of the
12 running board or low step of said car being used by
13 passengers for the purpose of alighting or embarking
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14 except by the express direction of a traffic officer or
15 except at points where passengers are protected by
16 safety zones, —so as to read as follows: Section Uh
17 Every person operating a motor vehicle shall bring the
18 vehicle and the motor propelling it immediately to a
19 stop when approaching a horse or other draft animal
20 being led, ridden or driven, if such animal appears to be
21 frightened and if the person in charge thereof shall signal
22 so to do; and, if travelling in the opposite direction to
23 that in which such animal is proceeding, said vehicle
24 shall remain stationary so long as may be reasonable to
25 allow such horse or animal to pass; or, if travelling in
26 the same direction, the person operating shall use reason-
-27 able caution in thereafter passing such horse or other
28 animal. In approaching or passing a car of a street
29 railway which has been stopped to allow passengers to
30 alight or embark, the operator of every motor vehicle
31 shall not drive the same within eight feet of the running
32 board or low step of said car being used by passengers
33 for the purpose of alighting or embarking except by the
34 express direction of a traffic officer or except at points
35 where passengers are protected by safety zones. Upon
36 approaching a pedestrian who is upon the travelled part
37 of any way and not upon a sidewalk, or where the oper-
-38 ator’s view is obstructed either upon approaching an
39 intersecting way or a curve or corner in a way, every
40 person operating a motor vehicle shall slow down and
41 give a timely signal with his bell, horn or other device
42 for signalling: ■provided, that in the thickly settled parts
43 of a city or town no bell, horn, or other device for sig-
-44 nailing shall be sounded so as to make a harsh, objec-
-45 tionable or unreasonable noise, except in the case of
46 fire and police department vehicles and ambulances; and
47 provided, further, that no operator of any motor vehicle
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48 shall at any time permit any unreasonable amount of
49 smoke to escape from such motor vehicle, nor shall said
50 operator at any time open the muffler cut-out in the
51 thickly settled parts of cities and towns; nor, at any
52 time, in the thickly settled parts of cities and towns or
53 elsewhere, permit such motor vehicle to make any un-
-54 necessary noise, by cutting out the muffler, or otherwise.
55 The driver of any motor vehicle on any highway, ap-
-56 preaching a crossing of ways, shall slow down and keep
57 to the right of the intersection of the centres of both
58 ways, when turning to the right, and shall pass to the
59 right of the intersection of the centres of said ways
60 before turning to the left.

1 Section 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.




